The simplest achromatic hybrid lens consists of a refractive (glass) lens with a diffractive microstructure deposited on one of its surfaces. In such lens the reasonable aberration correction is possible only for very limited aperture and field angles. Better possibilities of aberration correction appear if we split the refractive lens onto two identical parts separated by certain distance and locate the diffractive element between the glass lenses. We show that in such way it is possible to obtain hybrid lens ofthe same or even smaller aberrations for substantially greater aperture and field angles.
ACHROMATIC HYBRID LENS
As a hybrid lens we mean an optical system composed of classic refractive (glass) lens and a diffractive element (DOE)14. The essence of DOE is a periodic or quasi-periodic structure deposited on a surface -e.g. on one of the refractive lens' surface. Imaging properties of such element depend on geometry of fringes making its structure. In our considerations we assume that fringes are analogous to that obtained by interference of two spherical waves originating from point sources located on optical axis. Independently on the technology of DOE manufacturing the geometry of fringes can be uniquely described by distances from these points to the center of DOE z and z. Focusing power of DOE is given by D=1i-i (1) AOZa Zfl)
We can also define an analog of Abbe number 1 vJ= (2) ) Thanks to combining refractive lens with DOE it is possible to correct the chromatic aberration. For such single hybrid lens we can correct also spherochromatic aberration , and to some extent, field aberrations]. In ref. I we described single hybrid lens having satisfactory corrected aberrations for aperture I : 10 and field angle 0.05.
CORRECTION OF CHROMATIC ABERRATION IN COMPOUND SYSTEM
For a single hybrid lens case it was possible to compensate monochromatic aberrations only for limited aperture and field angles. Substantial increase in aperture and field-of-view can be obtained thanks to slight development of optical system. In this paper we discuss hybrid objective composed of two identical refractive lenses separated by some distance d and a diffractive optical element located close to the second lens ( 
where d is overall system length and tR , ID , VR , VD are focusing powers and Abbe numbers of refractive and diffractive parts, respectively.
Additionally we assume normalization condition
Solving a set ofequations (3), (4) gives
where
is an achromatisation parameter.
The solutions of equation (5) for a selected glass type (here BK3 according to Schott glass catalogue) are presented in the Fig. 2 . Particular curves correspond to focusing powers of refractive lenses DR and diffractive element tD calculated from equations (5) and (4) in dependency on normalized distance between refractive lenses d. As it can be seen, several solutions exist. If distance d is small we have three solutions (tR1, tDl, R2, 1D2, tR3, D3), if distance d is greater (close to the overall focal length) we have only two solutions (R1, 'D1, tR2, 1?D2). However only one solution has practical meaning: this of the smallest focusing powers (RI, 
NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION
Possibilities of using the discussed formulae for designing the achromatic hybrid objective we will illustrate by two examples. One is a "short" lens (denoted LENS #1) in which distance between refractive parts is close to zero. The other -"long" objective (denoted LENS #2) this distance equals 60% of overall focal length. The distribution of focusing power between refractive and diffractive parts is in a "short" lens IR = 0.48, D = 0.052, and in a "long" lens R 0.562, D 0.098.
The construction parameters of both objectives were found numerically5. We were guided by optimum correction of spherochromatic aberration as well as selected field aberrations (astigmatism and field curvature as well as lateral chromatic aberration). As an additional free parameter we used location of input pupil.
In the case of "short" objective we assumed that diffractive structure is deposited directly on one of the lens surface (curved) -see Fig 3a. This assumption does not alter substantially the achromatisation condition. In the case of "long" objective we allowed a shift ofDOE along optical axis between both refractive lenses. This caused slight deviation from achromatisation equations (3, 4) , however correction of chromatic aberration can be easily restored by small changes in R D Location of DOE assuring best correction of above mentioned field aberration was found numerically.
Final construction parameters of both investigated lenses are presented in the Figure 3 and in Table 1 . 
